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#233 

Submission to QLDC Draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 

 

Contact: 

Duncan Forsyth on behalf of 

Mount Edward Winery  

  

 

 

We wish to speak to our submission  

 

Mount Edward Winery 

Mount Edward winery is situated at 34 Coalpit Rd Gibbston  

This is the same address as the Gibbston Reserve 

We immediately adjoin the reserve with no barriers between the reserve and ourselves. 

This is our front yard   - not our back yard - see attached photo 

We are one of Central Otago’s pioneering wineries, of international fame and recognition, 
our primary business is making wine on our onsite facility and selling wine to private clients 
through our tasting area also on site. 

We are one of three neighbours who immediately adjoin the reserve, the other two being 
residential. 

  

Our Submission: 

That the Gibbston Reserve be excluded from potential restricted freedom camping sites. 

Basis 

a. Initial Xyst assessment was incorrect with them failing to assess site properly 
which would have them changed both scoring used and further suitability for 
camping 
  

b. Council officers in looking for restricted camping sites did not correctly apply 
council’s own criteria in suggesting Gibbston be a suitable location  
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c. Council officers and Xyst have failed to equally apply measures used for 
determining prohibited areas, in Rafters Road and Whitechapel to that of the 
Gibbston Reserve 

 
d.  Site is not fit for purpose 

 

  

 

Reasoning  

A. Initial Xyst assessment was incorrect with them failing to assess site properly 
which would have them changed both scoring used and further suitability for 
camping 

 

The Site Assessment scoring method was based on the three assessment criteria set out in 
s11(2) of the FCA. Each of the criteria (protection of area, health and safety and access) was 
a score from 1 (being the lowest) to 5 (being the highest). 
 
 
Gibbston scored a 4 in protection of the area and 4 in access 
 
The assessment states that protection of an area should include 
 
Protection of the amenity values of an area including residential and commercial areas 
(e.g. protection of views from residential and commercial properties, protection from 
noise from camping activity and arrival and departure of campers, loss of privacy 

 Protection of the economic values of an area including residential and commercial areas 

   

Given Rafters road area also scored a 4 and there are no commercial areas immediately 
adjacent we fail to see how this was given the same weighting,  

this plus how two residences are immediately next to the proposed site in Gibbston as 
opposed to none in the same vicinity at Rafters Road. 

 

In addition, the Gibbston Reserve was created specifically for the residents of Gibbston, it is 
the only such reserve for residents. Rafters road is not, it is a Doc managed area. That Xyst 
gave each area the same weighting in terms of the both criteria, protection as well as  
access of the area, for residents and visitors we contend is wrong. 

 

Xyst should have listed the protection of the area and access to as of very significant 
concern and scored these sections a 5 - this would have removed Gibbston reserve 
as a potential site alone  
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B. Council officers in looking for restricted camping sites did not correctly apply 
assessments in suggesting Gibbston be a suitable location  

The Legislative frame work as noted in section 6 of the proposal by council 

 allows local authority to define local authority areas in which freedom camping is prohibited or 
restricted. 

With stated proposal of banning freedom camping currently when 

“camping from occurring within residential and built up areas “and further that is  

It is necessary to continue to control freedom camping in order to protect residential and built-up 
areas” 

Given the Gibbston reserve area is the only proposed area with residential and commercial 
properties, 

 why did council’s own officers not take this into account when applying its own rules, nor 
according to council records, as per notes from the council meeting to decide such areas, 
alert councillors to this fact?  

None of the other areas proposed have any residential or commercial properties adjacent  

Council’s own policy on not allowing freedom camping in such areas should have excluded 
the Gibbston reserve. It is not good enough to apply general district boundaries i.e. Rural 
when the fact is that the area concern would have clear affected parties that are residential 
and commercial   

Council’s own position should have dictated that the Gibbston reserve is unsuitable  

 

In addition  

a) 

In the statement of proposal  

Introduction 5.) 

Council officers have consulted with internal and external stakeholders to identify matters within the 
current bylaw that require updating, and to address specific concerns they have with the current 
bylaw. 

 

There was no consultation with Mount Edward as an external stakeholder to address any specific 
concerns 

b) 

Gibbston Character Zone -  

Purpose:  

“Ensure activities not based on the rural resources of the area occur only where the character and 
productivity of the Gibbston Character Zone and wider Gibbston Valley will not be adversely 
impacted.” 
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How, having campers directly in front of a commercial wine tourism facility, would not 
adversely affect our productivity as a high-end wine tourism destination needs to be 
explained by council officers, particularly given the number of complaints on record of 
camping at Rafters road and indeed illegal camping at the reserve prior 

Again, why was council not alerted to this fact in reporting back site options? 

 

 

C. Council officers and Xyst have failed to equally apply measures used for 
determining prohibited areas, in Rafters Road and Whitechapel to that of the 
Gibbston Reserve 
 

1. The stated reasons for not allowing Rafters road to continue as a freedom camping 
area were  

“There are no formed car parking areas along the road 

 and access is needed to be protected for viticulture operations.” 

 

In Xyst’s own assessment – in Gibbston there is only “an informal car parking area “  

 

We ask how is this different? 

 

Albeit poorly worded – one of eth reason for rafters road being rejected is for eth protection of 
viticulture activities  

The viticultural operations along Rafters road are two adjacent vineyards,  

Gibbston Reserve also has two adjacent vineyards 

In addition, a fully commercial winery and production facility -  

 

Surely this equates to a higher level of protection for viticulturally activities at the Gibbston 
reserve 

 

2. The stated reasons for not allowing White Chapel to be used as a freedom camping 
area are 

 

“Whitechapel Reserve 30. The Xyst Site Assessment scored Whitechapel Reserve as having a 
significant issue for health and safety due to the intersection at SH6. 

In addition  
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 Extensive revegetation plantings over much of the reserve have undertaken by community 
volunteers at the reserve in recent years.” 

 

 

 

We ask whether anyone has actually been to the Gibbston Reserve? where in addition to an 
Orchard having been planted by residents also there are 

“Extensive revegetation plantings over much of the reserve has been undertaken by community 
volunteers at the reserve in recent years.” – again see photo  

 

 

We also draw attention to Gibbston also being off a State highway and having the same 
level of concerns with its own intersection - not being any different to White Chapel 
especially in the Cromwell to Queenstown direction 

 

Again, we ask how is this any different on both accounts?  

 

For the above reasons we contend that Council officers and Xyst have failed to equally apply 
measures used for determining prohibited areas, in Rafters Road and Whitechapel to that of 
the Gibbston Reserve 

And if purely judged on these reason Gibbston Reserve should be excluded as an option as 
well . 

 

 
 
 

e.  Site is not fit for purpose 

 

In the bylaw covering report  

42 Council officers explored if any sites that were assessed as having a significance score that 
justified prohibiting freedom camping under the FCA (8 or above out of 15) could be provided for 
freedom camping if the sites were managed with appropriate controls. The criteria was that the site 
must have only one ‘5’ significance score, a formed carpark, and a public toilet nearby 

 

We point out as per Xyst assessment there is no formed carpark, and additionally  and most 
importantly there is no operational public toilet 

We point out the closed sign on the attached photo - until further notice 
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Did council officers make councillors aware that the site has no running or potable water? nor does 
it have easement to gain water  

Rather an important point we would have thought - this has been the situation for many years with 
the only water supplied having come through us as a winery in times of emergency or being trucked 
in (an unsustainable solution). 

This situation is well known having been so for a number of years-  

 

How can council officers suggest to the council that Gibbston meets the criteria when it does not? 

On this basis alone it should have been excluded  

 

Conclusion:  

We contend that; 

 Xyst and council officers were remiss in firstly assessing the Gibbston Reserve as a potential site, 
secondly in not applying criteria used to prohibit this as a site and thirdly in assessing further 
suitability as a restricted site 

For these reasons 

Gibbston Reserve should be excluded from being a potential restricted freedom Camping site  

Photo 1. Mt edawrd winery, Sussman residence, orchard, plantings, closed sign gibbston reserve  

Photo 2  - reserve + residence building 
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#244 

-----Original Message----- 
From:  
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Sent: Wednesday, 1 September 2021 5:31:59 PM 
To: "QLDC Services" <services@qldc.govt.nz> 
Subject: Freedom camping bylaw 2021 
To Council , Freedom camping, 
As a ratepayer to the QLDC my wife and myself are totally against 
any form of freedom camping on the Morven Ferry Reserve. 
The area is a very important Historical Site. 
The trail is unsuitable for large self contained trucks as the steepness of the grade and the stability of 
the track. Only really access to the Reserve should be for emergency services and fisherman in four 
wheel drive vehicles. 
We are positive that giving access to these campers would be a detriment to this important area. 
Thanking you. 
Alistair and Chrissie Thomas. 

 
 

Queenstown District ratepayer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#245 

 
Submission to: QLDC Draft Freedom Camping bylaw 2021 
 
Contact Address: Alison and Neal Brown 
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We wish to speak to our submission. 
 
Our submission: 
 
Now is an opportune time to review tourism in the Queenstown Lakes district, a time to reset 
priorities and practices. Covid has created a respite from the previous volumes of freedom 
campers but it has not changed their locations and habits; it is not just international visitors 
but New Zealanders who are the problem. 
 
In any discussion about freedom camping responsibility for the environment comes first and 
the right to use it second; the rights of an individual to camp should not override a 
community’s collective wellbeing. Kaitiakitanga or guardianship must always be in play. 
 
In May 2021 submissions were made to MBIE on the document Sustaining Freedom 
Camping in Aotearoa New Zealand. While QLDC signalled a review of their bylaw in 2019 
we believe that this should have been held over until the outcome of the government review 
is known. This draft bylaw thus seems untimely. 
 
As permanent residents of John Creek we are very aware of the numbers and range of 
vehicles that travel up Timaru Creek Road on the east side of Lake Hawea. This submission 
largely focuses on Lake Hawea and environs but many comments are relevant to the whole 
district. 
 
What is working 

• The 2012 bylaw banning of all camping along the southern foreshore of Lake Hawea 
and the appointment of local wardens who ticket and educate, has reduced attempts to 
camp at John Creek and in the township. 

 
What is not working and why the Draft bylaw will provide little relief 

• The lake edge is LINZ controlled land – not mentioned in the 2011 Freedom Camping 
Act.  

• SH6 on the west side of the lake is Waka Totahi territory and again the 2011 Act does 
not provide for control of camping alongside of highways. The carpark and other 
roadside space at the entrance to the Isthmus Peak track are particular spots used by 
freedom campers. 

• Some of the lake edge, for example at Willow Bay/Camp Bay is accessed through 
pockets of DoC land, another difficulty. 

• Placement of signs is problematic in places. The sign on the corner of Hawea Back 
Road and the junction with Timaru Creek Road was moved but now it is on such an 
angle and at such a height that it scarcely readable. It should be on the left hand side 
of the road about 50-75metres further along Timaru Creek Road and at a height that 
would be seen by drivers and passengers. 

• The wording of signs does not match the wording of the bylaw. ‘Responsible 
Camping’ does not appear in the draft bylaw either part 1 section 4 or in part 2. 

• The draft bylaw does not address enforcement other than in Part 3 Discretionary 
consent.  
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New proposals in the draft bylaw. 

• Hawea Flat is now included as a residential area but it does not go far enough. We 
would like it to be extended to Camphill Road. 

• Use of public carparks: We do not agree with using these carparks for freedom 
camping. 

• The Camphill bridge car park is well used by people using the river, walkers and 
bikers along the trail from Lake Hawea to Albert Town. This car park would be 
inundated as it is much closer to Wanaka than the Red Bridge. The draft bylaw says 
that spaces would be marked out but this would be very difficult to monitor as many 
freedom campers travel out to spots around the lake after dark. There is a toilet on the 
other side of the river but this is at least 200m away and across the one way bridge. 
As non self-contained vehicles will try to use this site the distance from a toilet means 
it’s unlikely to be used. 

 
What we recommend 

• Include Hawea Flat as a residential area but extend the boundary to Camphill Road. 
• Negotiate with DoC to block off access through their land at Willow Bay/Camp Bay. 
• Enforce compliance.  
• Ensure the wording in the new bylaw is clear about intentions, definitions, and 

restrictions and that wording matches corresponding signs and maps.  
• Do not include car parks as areas for freedom camping even though it is intended that 

they be for self-contained vehicles only. 
 
Other recommendations 

• Lobby Government to repeal the existing 2011 Freedom Camping Act. Currently it 
does not meet the needs of this district with the very high numbers of visitors and 
large areas of land not under Council control, especially LINZ land around lake 
edges. 
 

• Educate New Zealanders about the rights and responsibilities of freedom camping. 
 

• Ensure that our environment is respected and cared for. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

#246 

 

 

Please see the attached Submission on behalf of the Lakeside Rugby Club 
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1.  First name:  Brylee  
2.  Last name:  Percy 

3.  Organisation:   Lakeside Rugby Club 
4.  Email address:  
5.  Postal address: PO Box 109 Glenorchy 
6. Contact number:  
7. You have the right to be heard in person before the Council in support of your 
submission. Do you wish to speak at a hearing?  

 Yes we would like the opportunity  

8. I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information: Yes I 
understand 

9. Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: I oppose the draft bylaw 

Kind Regards 

 Brylee Percy  

Secretary Lakeside Rugby Club 

 The Lakeside Rugby Club is opposed to the proposed freedom camping at the Glenorchy 
Recreation Ground Carpark and driveway area (or Glenorchy Domain).  
The Lakeside Rugby Club currently has a lease agreement with APL/ Queenstown Lakes District 
Council for part of the Recreation Ground the rest of the ground is leased to the Golf club. All 
the clubs work together to accommodate each other and they communicate regularly regarding 
times, events and tournaments. APL/Queenstown Lakes District Council have made no contact 
with the Lakeside Rugby Club regarding the possibility of Freedom Camping being allow at the 
Carpark at the Recreation Ground, and the impacts this would have on the club. Which is within 
the area we currently lease.  
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Due to the written lease agreement from Council and APL and the clause regarding licensee 
insurance. By allowing freedom camping within the carpark at the recreation grounds any 
firefighting costs or accident investigations or costs that would happen within the Lakeside 
Rugby Club lease land would fall under the Lakeside Rugby Clubs public liability insurance. Due 
to the nature of this clause the Lakeside Rugby Club is opposed to Freedom Camping. 
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#251 
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#252 

 
 

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission 
 
Organisation: Central Otago Whitewater Club  
 
Contacts: Ngaio Hart (COW Hawea Whitewater Park Landscaping Project Liaison)  
Gordon Rayner (COW Chairman)  
 
Email address:   
 
Postal address: Ngaio Hart,   
 
Contact number:   
 
Do you wish to speak at a hearing? Yes  
 
I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except my contact 
information: Yes  
 
Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: We oppose the draft bylaw as currently 
proposed  
 
Our stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is:  
Central Otago Whitewater Club is committed to protecting our local rivers and the right of people to 
enjoy them. This includes both on and off the river and our opposition to the Freedom Camping 
Bylaw in its proposed form is in regards to popular kayaking destinations which are used locally by 
our club, by kayakers from all over NZ and international paddlers (when we don't have border 
restrictions). Central Otago is renowned as a whitewater kayaking destination, valued for both its 
great whitewater and the beautiful scenery it is set within.  
Our opposition to the Freedom Camping Bylaw as currently proposed is based on our past 
experience of the way freedom camping has impacted on some of our local kayaking spots - with this 
bylaw our particular concern is the proposal to allow freedom camping at the Camp Hill Bridge site, a 
site popular with cyclists, walkers, surfers, fishermen, boogie boarders and other river users, as well 
as kayakers. Prior to the formation of the Luggate Bridge freedom camping site we had issues with 
freedom campers in both carparks at the Whitewater Park. They left human faeces in the middle of 
the track up from the river, next to the toilet (!!) and also dumped plastic rubbish (sushi containers, 
plastic bottles etc) in the long drop toilet provided on the DoC land river right (which is the 
responsibility of Central Otago Whitewater under our MOU with Doc). They also lit fires, used gas 
camp cookers near flammable grasses and pine trees and dominated the parking area. It made the 
area less pleasant for the many locals who use the Whitewater Park & cycle trail. These problems 
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largely disappeared when QLDC developed the Luggate Bridge site (hoorah - well done). What a 
shame to undo all this good work!  
Central Otago Whitewater have spent a lot of money and energy getting a Resource Consent to 
create the Hawea Whitewater Park (as mitigation from Contact Energy for damming the river). This 
was a lengthy and involved process and the results are great - a fabulous facility much loved and 
used by kayakers, surfers, boogie boarders and enjoyed by the whole community. We have put 
energy into improvements with working bees weeding & planting natives, which is an ongoing 
project with a view to beautify the area for future users. 

We are obviously very concerned that promoting freedom camping at the QLDC Camp Hill Bridge 
carpark on river left will bring this location back into the view of freedom campers as a destination, 
and lead to overflow camping on the DoC land river right. The private vehicle access to this DoC land 
was negotiated by Central Otago Whitewater with the neighbouring property owner who granted 
permission provided there would be no camping & no fires, as this would be an obvious risk to their 
property. If freedom camping becomes a problem in that carpark, we jeopardise this relationship 
that provided for this vehicle access. 

Safety – the Camphill Bridge is a one-way bridge located on a dip in the road after a blind corner 
with no line of site of the bridge from both directions. No allowance has been made for pedestrian 
crossing of this bridge meaning pedestrians must run across between cars with no line of sight of 
approaching traffic. It is already a safety hazard but currently with limited numbers. Currently day 
users accessing the cycle trail will park on that side of the river so there is not much foot traffic 
across the bridge. Publicising this site for freedom camping and increasing numbers of people using 
the site will increase this safety hazard. Especially given the fact that QLDC has not provided a toilet 
on river left where the camping is proposed, which will inevitably lead to people walking across the 
bridge to use the toilet installed on the DoC marginal strip for the Whitewater Park. 

• We oppose the proposal to allow freedom camping at the Camp Hill Bridge site. We think freedom 
camping should be prohibited at this location. 

• We support allowing freedom camping at the Luggate Bridge site. This site is in a great spot by the 
river but in a place that doesn't really impact on locals or day users. It was very noticeable in Hawea 
that after this site opened there were hardly any overnight campers at the Whitewater Park - as the 
Luggate site is nice and close, and with amenities. 

• We support prohibiting freedom camping in vehicles at Rafters Road (it is not very clear in the 
proposed draft, but we base this support on the fact this must refer to the vehicle access only – the 
camping reserve at the end of the road being DoC Reserve). NB. In relation to this DoC camping area 
- we think the DoC restriction to tenting only and a maximum of 3 nights stay has been very effective 
in limiting numbers and works well to allow recreational use while avoiding the problems that were 
previously occurring with large numbers of people residing in vans. We support DoC’s current 
restrictions on this site, which encourages use of the camping area for kayakers, rafters & cyclists 
and keeps the river side area free for day users. 

• We support providing freedom camping at Coal Pit Road. This seems a good site, that doesn’t 
impact day users of the river access. 

Conclusion 

The draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 should not be passed as currently proposed. It should be 
amended to prohibit Freedom Camping at the Camp Hill Bridge site. 
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#253 

 Good morning 

 

Thank you for inviting the public to give feedback/submission. 

To minimise the approved sites for freedom camping  , to achieve sustainable freedom camping in our 
district is to be commended. 

I would like to suggest to have more clarity published  ( on website and on site), see below: 

Clarity about maximum places for each site, 

New Certification rules: as soon as  the new freedom camping regime is in place (January 2022?) 

My concern is the costs involved for proper, effective management of enforcing the rules. 

These costs will only be recouped if fines are given. Maybe all campers are adhering the rules, so no 
income to set against the cost. 

Could you specify more about recouping the cost? From residential rates, business rates , tourism fund or 
levy included in issuing the certfication stickers? 

I hope the above will be seriously looked at and taken into consideration when finalising the draft Freedom 
Camping 2021 

 

Kind regards 

 

Elisabeth Kleinjan 
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#254 

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission 
Name: Esther Water 
Organisation: n/a 
Email address: esther.water@gmail.com 
Postal address:  
Contact number:  
Do you wish to speak at a hearing? Yes – if required. 
I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except 
my contact 
information: Yes. 
Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: I oppose the draft bylaw. 
My stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is: 
I am a regular user of the Hawea Whitewater Park (HWP), which is adjacent to the 
Camp Hill Road Queenstown Lakes District Council (QLDC) carpark. The main issue 
I have with the draft bylaw, is the proposal to allow restricted camping at this carpark. 
I oppose freedom camping at the Camp Hill Road carpark. 
Camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark is currently not prohibited or limited in 
numbers, but it is also not advertised. Limiting numbers of freedom camping at 
Camp Hill Rd would involve signage, and thus advertising the use of the Camp Hill 
Rd carpark for freedom camping. The Camp Hill Road carpark is an appealing site, 
more so than the heavily used Luggate Red Bridge Reserve approximately 14 
kilometres away. Therefore, it is assumed that the Camp Hill Road carpark would be 
quickly known via social media and become highly sought after. The Camp Hill site 
has had minimal use for freedom camping since space was allocated at the Red 
Bridge Reserve. The concerns I have with the Camp Hill Rd carpark being used for 
freedom camping are: 
 

Environmental 

Toilet waste - Hawea Whitewater Park (HWP) was built as mitigation for whitewater 
amenity lost due to the Clyde Dam. Central Otago Whitewater (COW) and 
Whitewater NZ (WWNZ) secured this. COW and WWNZ negotiated for a HWP 
carpark on DOC land with a view of the HWP, seating, native planting and a toilet. 
This carpark is across the river from the Camp Hill Rd QLDC carpark. It is on the 
west bank of the river, also on Camp Hill Rd but for the purposes of this submission 
will be referred to as the HWP carpark whereas the Camp Hill Rd carpark will refer to 
the QLDC carpark on the east bank. My concern is that the presence of the existing 
toilet located at this carpark would be quickly revealed to freedom campers via social 
media. Many campers aren't keen to use the buckets that qualify their vehicles as 
selfcontained, and many commercial campervans incentivise people to not use their 
toilets by charging a cleaning fee. Therefore, the toilet would potentially become 
overused. The toilet is not maintained and cleaned for heavy use. As it is, there are 
issues with people defecating outside of this toilet in the surrounding planting and 
along the fence by people whom I can only assume, are not accustomed to long 
drop toilets. 
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Additionally, I have concerns that people using the Camp Hill Road carpark would 
use the surrounding landscaped area, as a toilet. As noted in Section 17 of the 
Statement of Proposal: 
Proposed Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: 

Despite this, Council staff continue to receive anecdotal and photographic evidence 
of freedom campers defecating on the land (ie rather than using toilets). [. . .]. The 
Council issues up to 60 infringements per month for freedom camping. 
Degradation of the river habitat – I have concerns that the river will become a place 
for freedom campers for washing, using detergents and other chemicals that are 
deleterious to the environment, and also have the potential to degrade the quality 
and mauri of the water. 
As noted in Section 17 of the Statement of Proposal: Proposed Freedom 
Camping Bylaw 2021: 

Public concerns around freedom camper behaviour also remain, such as 
washing in lakes and rivers, causing damage to the environment and 
overcrowding. 

As a kayaker who regularly uses the slalom site by the Albert Town Campground, 
downstream of the Hawea Whitewater Park, this is a continuing issue. I regularly 
(particularly in summer) see people washing themselves in the river using soap, 
shampoo and conditioner, in addition to doing their dishes in the river using 
detergent. This is despite signs posted by the river asking people to not do this. 
These signs have helped, but not eliminated the problem. 
Loss of environmental amenity - Central Otago Whitewater, local kayakers, 
Forest & Bird, Mt Aspiring College, the Holy Family Catholic School and many other 
groups and individual volunteers, supported by Contact Energy and DOC, have 
invested a huge amount of time and effort landscaping, planting, removing pest 
species and cleaning up the HWP carpark area and along the river banks at Camp 
Hill Rd. Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ have also invested substantial 
time and effort in successfully opposing, on landscape grounds, Aurora Energy’s 
proposed substation immediately above the Camp Hill Rd carpark. 
It is not acceptable that QLDC now propose a measure that has the capacity to 
degrade the same environment that many local community groups work to improve 
and defend, by potentially causing toilet and other waste in both the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark and the HWP carpark across the river. 
Loss of amenity 
Access to the HWP carpark is via private land, and that access is conditional on no 
one camping in the carpark. The landowner is highly sensitive about this, due to fire 
risk to their adjacent pine forest. It took considerable effort to negotiate for this 
access. There is a strong possibility that freedom campers would inevitably overflow 
from the Camp Hill Rd carpark, into the HWP carpark. This has happened before, 
and the problem was largely solved by the diversion of most freedom campers to the 
Luggate Red Bridge Reserve, and the Albert Town Campground. Restricting 
camping at the Camp Hill Road carpark to only a relatively small number of spaces 
would not help. It could make overflow to the HWP carpark even more common. 
People camping in the HWP carpark would result in kayakers and everyone else 
losing access to that carpark. This loss is not just about carparking. This side of the 
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river (river right) has a significantly different character to river left. There is closer 
(and therefore easier) access to the river which is important for kayakers (more on 
this in the safety section below). In the 
afternoon there are more places to sit close to the river in the shade, which is 
important particularly for parents supervising their children surfing. 
As noted in Section 14 of the Statement of Proposal: Proposed Freedom Camping 
Bylaw 2021: 
• Despite the high level of compliance relative to the number of freedom campers, 
Council officers continue to observe poor behaviour from campers leaving an 
environmental impact. Freedom campers can pose health and safety risks from fire, 
human waste, litter and reduce the accessibility of waterways and reserves to others. 
Poor behaviour from some campers is leaving an environmental impact. 
• Camping (both self-contained and non-self-contained) can limit locals’ access to 
recreational facilities and sites and detract from their local experience. 
 
The DRAFT Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 states: 
3.1 The purpose of this bylaw is to regulate freedom camping in order to protect the 
environment, including the District’s lakes and rivers, from harm. 
Given that the Statement of Proposal: Proposed Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 (as 
above) notes that “Council officers continue to observe poor behaviour from campers 
leaving an environmental impact,” it is difficult to have confidence that the Council 
will have the resources to ensure that the environment around the Camp Hill Road 
carpark is able to be protected from harm. 
Safety 
Road crossing - Heavy usage of the Camp Hill Road carpark could significantly 
increase traffic across Camp Hill Road bridge at peak times, resulting in a 
corresponding increase in risk for Hawea River Track walkers and bikers crossing 
Camp Hill Rd, and even more so for any HWP users crossing the bridge while 
carrying kayaks. 
 
Currently, many kayakers use the HWP carpark as this provides the most direct 
access to the top feature of the HWP. Significantly, this also means that kayakers, 
who carry their boats on their shoulder (which obscures their vision), do not have to 
cross a road with limited visibility. 
 
The potential loss of the HWP carpark, which is a very real concern if people were to 
freedom camp there, would mean all kayakers would need to park at the Camp Hill 
Road carpark. Not only would this increase the pressure on an already relatively 
small carpark, but would lead to greater safety concerns as kayakers have to cross 
the road (while carrying their kayak over one shoulder), with limited visibility. 
An even more serious issue is the safety on the water of freedom campers and 
people in their networks. HWP was always supposed to be mitigation for kayakers 
but has turned out to be usable, and in fact far more used, by surfers, 
boogieboarders, and people on everything from lilos to blow-up flamingos. Many 
however are not aware of the dangers of a fast-flowing river (in spite of or despite the 
excellent signage and choosing to ignore it), and in particular what happens if you're 
caught on a tree or if a surfer is caught by their ankle leash in a flow such that they 
cannot get to their ankle to release it. This caused a near-fatal incident at the HWP in 
2015 (https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/queenstown-lakes/trapped-surfer-pulled-hawea-
river) that was only survived by chance, due to the presence of two well equipped 
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and skilled kayakers who rescued him. There have been similar incidents that did not 
get picked up by the media. It is a serious hazard, the same effect caused another 
near-fatal incident in the far slower-flowing Clutha in 2018 
(https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/wanaka/quick-action-savedwoman- paddle-board) 
that again was only survived by chance, as the SUP hire company 
happened to check on the group just at that moment. Dozens or even hundreds of 
freedom campers per week without river skills would inevitably increase the risk of a 
fatal incident occurring there. 
 
Limiting camping at the Camp Hill Road carpark to only a relatively small number of 
spaces would not mitigate these issues much if at all. That is because a small 
number of spaces available does not reduce the numbers of people seeking those 
spaces. 
Section 3.2 (b) of the DRAFT Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 states that the bylaw 
works to ensure that: “the health and safety of people who may visit the areas, are 
protected.” 
For all the reasons identified above, this will be difficult to achieve with the presence 
of whitewater hazards which are significant risk for people with no whitewater skills, 
less than 50ms away from the Camp Hill Road carpark. 
 
Other 
While I acknowledge that Council is required to provide for Freedom Campers, a 
wider but related issue is that the provision of Freedom Camping so close to other, 
cheap campgrounds 
detracts from the possibility for these campgrounds to continue to operate. For 
example, the Albert Town campground closest to the Hawea River is $7.50 a night. 
Not much more than a regular flat white, and less than a mushroom coffee if you’re 
into something fancier. Other camping also exists at The Outlet and Lake Hawea. 
 
Conclusion 
Publicising freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would significantly degrade the 
environment and local amenity, and increase the risk of fatal incidents at HWP, with 
no mitigating advantages to regular users of this area. It is difficult to find any good 
reasons for allowing it. 
The draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 should not be passed as proposed. 
 
If it is amended in order to be passed, then the Camp Hill Rd carpark should 
have freedom camping prohibited. 
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#255 

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission 
 

 

 

Name:  Fiona James 

Organisation: (if any) 

Email address  

Postal address:  

Contact number  

 

Do you wish to speak at a hearing? No 

I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except my contact 
information: I understand. 

Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: I oppose the draft bylaw. 

 

My stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is: 

I am opposed to freedom camping. It results in loss of income for nearby  campgrounds. It costs 
ratepayers to maintain and manage freedom camping areas. So while it is free for the freedom 
campers it isn’t for local residents. There are other economical ways of travelling that doesn’t 
involve subsidies from locals. These include staying at DOC campsites, Wooffing and other work in 
exchange for accommodation.  

The Camp Hill Rd carpark has had minimal use for freedom camping since space was allocated for 
freedom camping at the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve.  There are many problems with Camp Hill Rd 
carpark becoming a heavily used freedom camping site: 

Environmental 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ, who had HWP built as mitigation for 
whitewater amenity lost due to the Clyde dam, negotiated for an HWP carpark on DOC land 
with a view of the HWP, seating, native planting and a toilet.  It is on the west bank of the 
river, also on Camp Hill Rd but for the purposes of this submission will be referred to as the 
HWP carpark whereas the Camp Hill Rd carpark will always mean the QLDC carpark on the 
east bank.  Presence of the toilet at the HWP carpark would be quickly revealed to freedom 
campers via social media.  Many campers aren't keen to use the buckets that qualify their 
vehicles as self-contained, and many commercial campervans incentivise people to not use 
their toilets by charging a cleaning fee. So, many campers would use the toilet just across 
the bridge at the HWP carpark. It is not maintained/cleaned for heavy use and would quickly 
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become less preferable than the nearby alternative, which is to go the loo in the planting 
around the toilet. That this will happen is not conjecture, it is inevitable.  We know this 
because it has happened before, and the problem was largely solved by the diversion of 
most freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. 

• Central Otago Whitewater, local kayakers, Forest & Bird, Mt Aspiring College, the Holy 
Family Catholic School and many other groups and individual volunteers, supported by 
Contact Energy and DOC, have invested a huge amount of time and effort landscaping, 
planting, removing pest species and cleaning up the HWP carpark area and along the river 
banks at Camp Hill Rd. 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ invested substantial time and effort in 
successfully opposing, mostly on landscape grounds, Aurora Energy’s proposed substation 
immediately above the Camp Hill Rd carpark.   

• It is not acceptable, and is contrary to the purposes of the draft Bylaw, that QLDC now 
propose a measure that will degrade the same environment that many local community 
groups work to improve and defend, by increasing toilet refuse in both the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark and the HWP carpark across the river. 

 

Loss of amenity 

• Access to the HWP carpark is via private land and that access is conditional on no camping.  
The landowner is very sensitive about this due to fire risk to their adjacent pine 
forest.  Freedom campers would inevitably overflow from the Camp Hill Rd carpark.  Some of 
that overflow would inevitably park-up in the HWP carpark.  Again, this is not conjecture. 
We know this because it has happened before, access was almost lost, and the problem was 
solved by the diversion of freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. People 
camping in the HWP carpark will result in kayakers and everyone else losing access to that 
carpark. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
help.  It would make overflow to the HWP carpark even more common, and would even 
more quickly result in loss of access to the HWP carpark. 

 

Safety 

• Heavy usage could significantly increase traffic across Camp Hill Rd bridge at peak times, 
with corresponding increase in risk for Hawea River Track walkers and bikers crossing Camp 
Hill Rd, and even more so for any HWP users crossing the bridge while carrying kayaks or 
surfboards. 

• An even more serious issue is the safety on the water of freedom campers and people in 
their networks. HWP was always supposed to be mitigation for kayakers but has turned out 
to be usable, and in fact far more used, by surfers, boogieboarders, and ad-hoc visitors on 
everything from lilos to blow-up flamingos. Many of these user groups are not aware of the 
dangers of a fast-flowing river, and in particular what happens if they’re caught on a branch, 
or by their ankle leash in flow fast enough that they cannot get to their ankle to release the 
leash.   

• Entrapment via ankle leash is a particularly serious hazard of the HWP due to the bridge 
piers immediately downstream, where a swimmer and board can end up on opposite sides 
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of a pier, connected by an ankle leash, with the swimmer basically being keel-hauled by their 
ankle.  It caused a near-fatal incident in 2015 (https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/queenstown-
lakes/trapped-surfer-pulled-hawea-river) that was only survived by chance, due to the 
presence of two well-equipped and skilled kayakers who rescued him. There have been 
multiple similar incidents at the HWP that did not get picked up by the media.  The same 
effect caused another near-fatal incident on the far slower-flowing Clutha in 2018 
(https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/wanaka/quick-action-saved-woman-paddle-board) that 
again was only survived by chance, as a vessel from the SUP hire company happened to 
check on the group just at that moment.  

• Dozens or even hundreds of freedom campers per week without river skills would 
significantly increase the risk of a fatal incident occurring at the HWP. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill  Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
mitigate these issues much if at all.  That is because a small number of spaces available does 
not reduce the numbers of people there seeking those spaces.   

 

Conclusion 

Publicising freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would significantly degrade the environment and local 
amenity, and increase the risk of fatal incidents at HWP, with no offsetting advantages.  It would be 
directly contrary to purposes of the draft Bylaw to protect the environment from harm, and to 
protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area. 

Therefore the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 should not be passed as proposed.   

The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a uniquely unsuitable candidate for freedom camping due to its 
proximity to a demonstrated and serious safety hazard.  Therefore the draft Freedom Camping 
Bylaw should be amended to prohibit camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark. 

If camping there cannot be prohibited then it should not be restricted either, so that it can at least 
be kept unadvertised. Please note that this is not a sustainable solution however, camping there 
needs to be prohibited. 
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#256 
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#257 
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#258 

                                                           GUARDIANS OF LAKE HĀWEA  

 

Submission to QLDC Freedom Camping Bylaw Review 2021  

 
Contact Address: 
 
Secretary 

  
 

 

The Guardians wish to speak to their submission.  

 

This submission relates to Lake Hāwea and environs. 
 
Introduction  
The Guardians of Lake Hāwea are a sub-committee of the Hāwea Community Association Inc.  
The Guardians of Lake Hāwea aim to ensure that Lake Hāwea, its surrounds, its water quality and its 
biodiversity and ecosystems are maintained and managed sustainably and safely for the benefit of 
all. Since February 2004 when the Guardians of Lake Hāwea submitted their document “Biosecurity 
of our Waterways” to a wide variety of groups nation-wide, as a response to the increasing dumping 
of human waste around the shores of Lake Hāwea, the Guardians have been submitting and 
commenting on this issue. The proposed review of the QLDC’s Freedom Camping Bylaw will provide 
little relief for much of Lake Hawea and its environs. The Guardians acknowledge that the problem is 
the current National Freedom Camping legislation; land controlled by Land Information New Zealand 
is not mentioned. Apart from freehold and leased farmland, the surrounds of Lake Hawea are almost 
entirely LINZ and DoC land. The exposed lakebed, at low lake levels, is also administered by LINZ. 
 
We wish to comment on four areas for the review.            
 

1. Mapping of the Hāwea Flat Township.  
2. Camphill Road carpark. 
3. Adding part of SH6 as a restricted area. 
4. The QLDC and LINZ to work together. 

 
 
1. Mapping. 
 
The QLDC have mapped the Hāwea Flat Township as being contained within the 
Newcastle/McLennan Road boundaries. 
We wish to ask that the Hāwea Flat Township actually be all of that contained within the Camphill 
Road (north), Lachlan Avenue (west), Kane and McLennan Roads (east and south). 
This complete rectangle makes up the majority of the Hāwea Flat Township. 
 
2. Camphill Road carpark. 
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We approve of this carpark with the following provisos.  
(a).  Should any despoiling within or adjacent to the carpark, i.e., problems arising with the presence 
of human excrement, then the council must install a toilet. 
(b).  There be a restriction of up to six Freedom Camping vehicles being allowed to park at any one 
time. We are mindful that this carpark was created for users of the white-water park, bikers and 
walkers on the Hāwea River Track. 
(c).   We ask for the site to be managed by the council, this could be by the Freedom Camping 
Ambassadors. 
 
 
3. SH6 Restricted Area.  
 
We request that SH6 from the Lake Hāwea Holiday Park (The Camp) to The Neck of Lake Hāwea be 
reinstated as a restricted area.   
 
4. The QLDC working with LINZ.  
 
We wish for the QLDC to work closely with Land Information New Zealand so that restrictions can be 
placed on LINZ reserves such as the Craig Burn and Deep Bay areas adjacent to SH6, and their areas 
on the east side of the lake. 
The Hāwea community has long had to put up with the despoiling through excrement on areas near 
the lake which are very accessible to vehicles. If LINZ was able to exercise controls on Freedom 
Campers, our lake surrounds and waters would be very much cleaner and able to be enjoyed by all. 
 
 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to make a submission. 
 
The Guardians of Lake Hāwea. 
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#260 

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission 
 

(if sending by email, ensure that “Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission” is in the subject line 
and send to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz by 5pm Friday 3 September) 

 

Name:  Janet Musker 

Organisation: N/A  

Email address:  

Postal address:  

Contact number:  

 

Do you wish to speak at a hearing? No 

I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except my contact 
information: I understand. 

Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: I oppose the draft bylaw. 

 

My stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is: 

I am a regular user of the Hawea Whitewater Park (HWP), which is adjacent to the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark.  The main issue I have with the draft bylaw is the proposal to allow restricted camping at 
this carpark.  

Camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark is currently not prohibited or limited in numbers, but it is not 
advertised either. Limiting the numbers of freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would involve signage, 
which via social media amounts to publicising the use of the Camp Hill Rd carpark for freedom 
camping.  The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a far more appealing site than the nearby and heavily used 
Luggate Red Bridge Reserve, and would quickly become known highly sought-after. 

The Camp Hill Rd carpark has had minimal use for freedom camping since space was allocated for 
freedom camping at the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve.  There are many problems with Camp Hill Rd 
carpark becoming a heavily used freedom camping site: 

Environmental 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ, who had HWP built as mitigation for 
whitewater amenity lost due to the Clyde dam, negotiated for an HWP carpark on DOC land 
with a view of the HWP, seating, native planting and a toilet.  It is on the west bank of the 
river, also on Camp Hill Rd but for the purposes of this submission will be referred to as the 
HWP carpark whereas the Camp Hill Rd carpark will always mean the QLDC carpark on the 
east bank.  Presence of the toilet at the HWP carpark would be quickly revealed to freedom 
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campers via social media.  Many campers aren't keen to use the buckets that qualify their 
vehicles as self-contained, and many commercial campervans incentivise people to not use 
their toilets by charging a cleaning fee. So, many campers would use the toilet just across 
the bridge at the HWP carpark. It is not maintained/cleaned for heavy use and would quickly 
become less preferable than the nearby alternative, which is to go the loo in the planting 
around the toilet. That this will happen is not conjecture, it is inevitable.  We know this 
because it has happened before, and the problem was largely solved by the diversion of 
most freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. 

• Central Otago Whitewater, local kayakers, Forest & Bird, Mt Aspiring College, the Holy 
Family Catholic School and many other groups and individual volunteers, supported by 
Contact Energy and DOC, have invested a huge amount of time and effort landscaping, 
planting, removing pest species and cleaning up the HWP carpark area and along the river 
banks at Camp Hill Rd. 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ invested substantial time and effort in 
successfully opposing, mostly on landscape grounds, Aurora Energy’s proposed substation 
immediately above the Camp Hill Rd carpark.   

• It is not acceptable, and is contrary to the purposes of the draft Bylaw, that QLDC now 
propose a measure that will degrade the same environment that many local community 
groups work to improve and defend, by increasing toilet refuse in both the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark and the HWP carpark across the river. 

 

Loss of amenity 

• Access to the HWP carpark is via private land and that access is conditional on no camping.  
The landowner is very sensitive about this due to fire risk to their adjacent pine 
forest.  Freedom campers would inevitably overflow from the Camp Hill Rd carpark.  Some of 
that overflow would inevitably park-up in the HWP carpark.  Again, this is not conjecture. 
We know this because it has happened before, access was almost lost, and the problem was 
solved by the diversion of freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. People 
camping in the HWP carpark will result in kayakers and everyone else losing access to that 
carpark. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
help.  It would make overflow to the HWP carpark even more common, and would even 
more quickly result in loss of access to the HWP carpark. 

 

Safety 

• Heavy usage could significantly increase traffic across Camp Hill Rd bridge at peak times, 
with corresponding increase in risk for Hawea River Track walkers and bikers crossing Camp 
Hill Rd, and even more so for any HWP users crossing the bridge while carrying kayaks or 
surfboards. 

• An even more serious issue is the safety on the water of freedom campers and people in 
their networks. HWP was always supposed to be mitigation for kayakers but has turned out 
to be usable, and in fact far more used, by surfers, boogieboarders, and ad-hoc visitors on 
everything from lilos to blow-up flamingos. Many of these user groups are not aware of the 
dangers of a fast-flowing river, and in particular what happens if they’re caught on a branch, 
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or by their ankle leash in flow fast enough that they cannot get to their ankle to release the 
leash.   

• Entrapment via ankle leash is a particularly serious hazard of the HWP due to the bridge 
piers immediately downstream, where a swimmer and board can end up on opposite sides 
of a pier, connected by an ankle leash, with the swimmer basically being keel-hauled by their 
ankle.  It caused a near-fatal incident in 2015 (https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/queenstown-
lakes/trapped-surfer-pulled-hawea-river) that was only survived by chance, due to the 
presence of two well-equipped and skilled kayakers who rescued him. There have been 
multiple similar incidents at the HWP that did not get picked up by the media.  The same 
effect caused another near-fatal incident on the far slower-flowing Clutha in 2018 
(https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/wanaka/quick-action-saved-woman-paddle-board) that 
again was only survived by chance, as a vessel from the SUP hire company happened to 
check on the group just at that moment.  

• Dozens or even hundreds of freedom campers per week without river skills would 
significantly increase the risk of a fatal incident occurring at the HWP. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill  Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
mitigate these issues much if at all.  That is because a small number of spaces available does 
not reduce the numbers of people there seeking those spaces.   

 

Conclusion 

Publicising freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would significantly degrade the environment and local 
amenity, and increase the risk of fatal incidents at HWP, with no offsetting advantages.  It would be 
directly contrary to purposes of the draft Bylaw to protect the environment from harm, and to 
protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area. 

Therefore the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 should not be passed as proposed.   

The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a uniquely unsuitable candidate for freedom camping due to its 
proximity to a demonstrated and serious safety hazard.  Therefore the draft Freedom Camping 
Bylaw should be amended to prohibit camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark. 

If camping there cannot be prohibited then it should not be restricted either, so that it can at least 
be kept unadvertised. Please note that this is not a sustainable solution however, camping there 
needs to be prohibited. 

 

 

Janet Musker 
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#261 

Name: Jo Haines, Alan Cutler 

 

 

 

 

Do you wish to speak at a hearing? No 

We understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except my 
contact information: We understand. 

Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: We oppose the draft bylaw. 

My stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is: 

We do not agree with creating another freedom camping site, especially in this location. It is 
a special site and people should not be encouraged to camp there as it could lead to: 

• more pollution in the river (people washing dishes, themselves etc) 
• more pollution along the banks of the river 
• more road congestion at the pinch point of the single lane bridge and possible accidents 

between cars & pedestrians 
• chance of accidents on the river with the hazards of the bridge pylons downstream of the 

wave. there is likely to be more swimmers playing in there who are not conversant with the 
hazards of whitewater 

• congestion on the Hawea river track 

The carpark was specifically designed for the whitewater facility and it is not appropriate to open it 
up to overnight stays. 

 

Regards,  

Jo Haines & Alan Cutler 
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#262 

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission 
 

(if sending by email, ensure that “Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission” is in the subject line 
and send to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz by 5pm Friday 3 September) 

 

Name:  Joanne Tilson 

Organisation: (if any) 

 

 

 

 

Do you wish to speak at a hearing? (No) 

I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except my contact 
information: I understand. 

Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: I oppose the draft bylaw. 

 

My stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is: 

I am a regular user of the Hawea Whitewater Park (HWP), which is adjacent to the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark.  The main issue I have with the draft bylaw is the proposal to allow restricted camping at 
this carpark.  

Camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark is currently not prohibited or limited in numbers, but it is not 
advertised either. Limiting the numbers of freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would involve signage, 
which via social media amounts to publicising the use of the Camp Hill Rd carpark for freedom 
camping.  The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a far more appealing site than the nearby and heavily used 
Luggate Red Bridge Reserve, and would quickly become known highly sought-after. 

The Camp Hill Rd carpark has had minimal use for freedom camping since space was allocated for 
freedom camping at the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve.  There are many problems with Camp Hill Rd 
carpark becoming a heavily used freedom camping site: 

Environmental 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ, who had HWP built as mitigation for 
whitewater amenity lost due to the Clyde dam, negotiated for an HWP carpark on DOC land 
with a view of the HWP, seating, native planting and a toilet.  It is on the west bank of the 
river, also on Camp Hill Rd but for the purposes of this submission will be referred to as the 
HWP carpark whereas the Camp Hill Rd carpark will always mean the QLDC carpark on the 
east bank.  Presence of the toilet at the HWP carpark would be quickly revealed to freedom 
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campers via social media.  Many campers aren't keen to use the buckets that qualify their 
vehicles as self-contained, and many commercial campervans incentivise people to not use 
their toilets by charging a cleaning fee. So, many campers would use the toilet just across 
the bridge at the HWP carpark. It is not maintained/cleaned for heavy use and would quickly 
become less preferable than the nearby alternative, which is to go the loo in the planting 
around the toilet. That this will happen is not conjecture, it is inevitable.  We know this 
because it has happened before, and the problem was largely solved by the diversion of 
most freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. 

• Central Otago Whitewater, local kayakers, Forest & Bird, Mt Aspiring College, the Holy 
Family Catholic School and many other groups and individual volunteers, supported by 
Contact Energy and DOC, have invested a huge amount of time and effort landscaping, 
planting, removing pest species and cleaning up the HWP carpark area and along the river 
banks at Camp Hill Rd. 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ invested substantial time and effort in 
successfully opposing, mostly on landscape grounds, Aurora Energy’s proposed substation 
immediately above the Camp Hill Rd carpark.   

• It is not acceptable, and is contrary to the purposes of the draft Bylaw, that QLDC now 
propose a measure that will degrade the same environment that many local community 
groups work to improve and defend, by increasing toilet refuse in both the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark and the HWP carpark across the river. 

 

Loss of amenity 

• Access to the HWP carpark is via private land and that access is conditional on no camping.  
The landowner is very sensitive about this due to fire risk to their adjacent pine 
forest.  Freedom campers would inevitably overflow from the Camp Hill Rd carpark.  Some of 
that overflow would inevitably park-up in the HWP carpark.  Again, this is not conjecture. 
We know this because it has happened before, access was almost lost, and the problem was 
solved by the diversion of freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. People 
camping in the HWP carpark will result in kayakers and everyone else losing access to that 
carpark. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
help.  It would make overflow to the HWP carpark even more common, and would even 
more quickly result in loss of access to the HWP carpark. 

 

Safety 

• Heavy usage could significantly increase traffic across Camp Hill Rd bridge at peak times, 
with corresponding increase in risk for Hawea River Track walkers and bikers crossing Camp 
Hill Rd, and even more so for any HWP users crossing the bridge while carrying kayaks or 
surfboards. 

• An even more serious issue is the safety on the water of freedom campers and people in 
their networks. HWP was always supposed to be mitigation for kayakers but has turned out 
to be usable, and in fact far more used, by surfers, boogieboarders, and ad-hoc visitors on 
everything from lilos to blow-up flamingos. Many of these user groups are not aware of the 
dangers of a fast-flowing river, and in particular what happens if they’re caught on a branch, 
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or by their ankle leash in flow fast enough that they cannot get to their ankle to release the 
leash.   

• Entrapment via ankle leash is a particularly serious hazard of the HWP due to the bridge 
piers immediately downstream, where a swimmer and board can end up on opposite sides 
of a pier, connected by an ankle leash, with the swimmer basically being keel-hauled by their 
ankle.  It caused a near-fatal incident in 2015 (https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/queenstown-
lakes/trapped-surfer-pulled-hawea-river) that was only survived by chance, due to the 
presence of two well-equipped and skilled kayakers who rescued him. There have been 
multiple similar incidents at the HWP that did not get picked up by the media.  The same 
effect caused another near-fatal incident on the far slower-flowing Clutha in 2018 
(https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/wanaka/quick-action-saved-woman-paddle-board) that 
again was only survived by chance, as a vessel from the SUP hire company happened to 
check on the group just at that moment.  

• Dozens or even hundreds of freedom campers per week without river skills would 
significantly increase the risk of a fatal incident occurring at the HWP. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill  Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
mitigate these issues much if at all.  That is because a small number of spaces available does 
not reduce the numbers of people there seeking those spaces.   

 

Conclusion 

Publicising freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would significantly degrade the environment and local 
amenity, and increase the risk of fatal incidents at HWP, with no offsetting advantages.  It would be 
directly contrary to purposes of the draft Bylaw to protect the environment from harm, and to 
protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area. 

Therefore the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 should not be passed as proposed.   

The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a uniquely unsuitable candidate for freedom camping due to its 
proximity to a demonstrated and serious safety hazard.  Therefore the draft Freedom Camping 
Bylaw should be amended to prohibit camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark. 

If camping there cannot be prohibited then it should not be restricted either, so that it can at least 
be kept unadvertised. Please note that this is not a sustainable solution however, camping there 
needs to be prohibited. 
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#263 
Hi  

Pease find attached submission.  In case you have trouble opening this as it is in Pages doc, let me know.  But, 
just to clarify, this submission is against the application for freedom camping at Hawea Flat. 

 

Thanks 

JO 
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#265 

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission 
 

Name:  Kellie Bailey 

Organisation:  

 

 

 

 

Do you wish to speak at a hearing? No 

I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except my contact 
information: I understand. 

Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: I oppose the draft bylaw. 

 

My stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is: 

I am a regular user of the Hawea Whitewater Park (HWP), which is adjacent to the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark.  The main issue I have with the draft bylaw is the proposal to allow restricted camping at 
this carpark.  

Camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark is currently not prohibited or limited in numbers, but it is not 
advertised either. Limiting the numbers of freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would involve signage, 
which via social media amounts to publicising the use of the Camp Hill Rd carpark for freedom 
camping.  The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a far more appealing site than the nearby and heavily used 
Luggate Red Bridge Reserve, and would quickly become known highly sought-after. 

The Camp Hill Rd carpark has had minimal use for freedom camping since space was allocated for 
freedom camping at the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve.  There are many problems with Camp Hill Rd 
carpark becoming a heavily used freedom camping site: 

Environmental 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ, who had HWP built as mitigation for 
whitewater amenity lost due to the Clyde dam, negotiated for an HWP carpark on DOC land 
with a view of the HWP, seating, native planting and a toilet.  It is on the west bank of the 
river, also on Camp Hill Rd but for the purposes of this submission will be referred to as the 
HWP carpark whereas the Camp Hill Rd carpark will always mean the QLDC carpark on the 
east bank.  Presence of the toilet at the HWP carpark would be quickly revealed to freedom 
campers via social media.  Many campers aren't keen to use the buckets that qualify their 
vehicles as self-contained, and many commercial campervans incentivise people to not use 
their toilets by charging a cleaning fee. So, many campers would use the toilet just across 
the bridge at the HWP carpark. It is not maintained/cleaned for heavy use and would quickly 
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become less preferable than the nearby alternative, which is to go the loo in the planting 
around the toilet. That this will happen is not conjecture, it is inevitable.  We know this 
because it has happened before, and the problem was largely solved by the diversion of 
most freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. 

• Central Otago Whitewater, local kayakers, Forest & Bird, Mt Aspiring College, the Holy 
Family Catholic School and many other groups and individual volunteers, supported by 
Contact Energy and DOC, have invested a huge amount of time and effort landscaping, 
planting, removing pest species and cleaning up the HWP carpark area and along the river 
banks at Camp Hill Rd. 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ invested substantial time and effort in 
successfully opposing, mostly on landscape grounds, Aurora Energy’s proposed substation 
immediately above the Camp Hill Rd carpark.   

• It is not acceptable, and is contrary to the purposes of the draft Bylaw, that QLDC now 
propose a measure that will degrade the same environment that many local community 
groups work to improve and defend, by increasing toilet refuse in both the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark and the HWP carpark across the river. 

 

Loss of amenity 

• Access to the HWP carpark is via private land and that access is conditional on no camping.  
The landowner is very sensitive about this due to fire risk to their adjacent pine 
forest.  Freedom campers would inevitably overflow from the Camp Hill Rd carpark.  Some of 
that overflow would inevitably park-up in the HWP carpark.  Again, this is not conjecture. 
We know this because it has happened before, access was almost lost, and the problem was 
solved by the diversion of freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. People 
camping in the HWP carpark will result in kayakers and everyone else losing access to that 
carpark. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
help.  It would make overflow to the HWP carpark even more common, and would even 
more quickly result in loss of access to the HWP carpark. 

 

Safety 

• Heavy usage could significantly increase traffic across Camp Hill Rd bridge at peak times, 
with corresponding increase in risk for Hawea River Track walkers and bikers crossing Camp 
Hill Rd, and even more so for any HWP users crossing the bridge while carrying kayaks or 
surfboards. 

• An even more serious issue is the safety on the water of freedom campers and people in 
their networks. HWP was always supposed to be mitigation for kayakers but has turned out 
to be usable, and in fact far more used, by surfers, boogieboarders, and ad-hoc visitors on 
everything from lilos to blow-up flamingos. Many of these user groups are not aware of the 
dangers of a fast-flowing river, and in particular what happens if they’re caught on a branch, 
or by their ankle leash in flow fast enough that they cannot get to their ankle to release the 
leash.   

• Entrapment via ankle leash is a particularly serious hazard of the HWP due to the bridge 
piers immediately downstream, where a swimmer and board can end up on opposite sides 
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of a pier, connected by an ankle leash, with the swimmer basically being keel-hauled by their 
ankle.  It caused a near-fatal incident in 2015 (https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/queenstown-
lakes/trapped-surfer-pulled-hawea-river) that was only survived by chance, due to the 
presence of two well-equipped and skilled kayakers who rescued him. There have been 
multiple similar incidents at the HWP that did not get picked up by the media.  The same 
effect caused another near-fatal incident on the far slower-flowing Clutha in 2018 
(https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/wanaka/quick-action-saved-woman-paddle-board) that 
again was only survived by chance, as a vessel from the SUP hire company happened to 
check on the group just at that moment.  

• Dozens or even hundreds of freedom campers per week without river skills would 
significantly increase the risk of a fatal incident occurring at the HWP. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill  Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
mitigate these issues much if at all.  That is because a small number of spaces available does 
not reduce the numbers of people there seeking those spaces.   

 

Conclusion 

Publicising freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would significantly degrade the environment and local 
amenity, and increase the risk of fatal incidents at HWP, with no offsetting advantages.  It would be 
directly contrary to purposes of the draft Bylaw to protect the environment from harm, and to 
protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area. 

Therefore the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 should not be passed as proposed.   

The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a uniquely unsuitable candidate for freedom camping due to its 
proximity to a demonstrated and serious safety hazard.  Therefore the draft Freedom Camping 
Bylaw should be amended to prohibit camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark. 

If camping there cannot be prohibited then it should not be restricted either, so that it can at least 
be kept unadvertised. Please note that this is not a sustainable solution however, camping there 
needs to be prohibited. 
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#267 

 

Name: Lynne Stewart 

 

 

 

 

Do you wish to speak at a hearing? No 

I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except my contact 
information:               I do understand. 

Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021:         I oppose the draft bylaw. 

 

My stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is: 

I am a regular user of the Hawea Whitewater Park (HWP), which is adjacent to the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark.  The main issue I have with the draft bylaw is the proposal to allow restricted camping at 
this carpark.  

The Camp Hill Rd carpark has had minimal use for freedom camping since space was allocated for 
freedom camping at the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve.  There are many problems with Camp Hill Rd 
carpark becoming a heavily used freedom camping site: 

Environmental 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ, who had HWP built as mitigation for 
whitewater amenity lost due to the Clyde dam, negotiated for an HWP carpark on DOC land 
with a view of the HWP, seating, native planting and a toilet.  It is on the west bank of the 
river, also on Camp Hill Rd but for the purposes of this submission will be referred to as the 
HWP carpark whereas the Camp Hill Rd carpark will always mean the QLDC carpark on the 
east bank.  Presence of the toilet at the HWP carpark would be quickly revealed to freedom 
campers via social media.  Many campers aren't keen to use the buckets that qualify their 
vehicles as self-contained, and many commercial campervans incentivise people to not use 
their toilets by charging a cleaning fee. So, many campers would use the toilet just across 
the bridge at the HWP carpark. It is not maintained/cleaned for heavy use and would quickly 
become less preferable than the nearby alternative, which is to go the loo in the planting 
around the toilet. That this will happen is not conjecture, it is inevitable.  We know this 
because it has happened before, and the problem was largely solved by the diversion of 
most freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. 

• Central Otago Whitewater, local kayakers, Forest & Bird, Mt Aspiring College, the Holy 
Family Catholic School and many other groups and individual volunteers, supported by 
Contact Energy and DOC, have invested a huge amount of time and effort landscaping, 
planting, removing pest species and cleaning up the HWP carpark area and along the river 
banks at Camp Hill Rd. 
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• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ invested substantial time and effort in 
successfully opposing, mostly on landscape grounds, Aurora Energy’s proposed substation 
immediately above the Camp Hill Rd carpark.   

• It is not acceptable, and is contrary to the purposes of the draft Bylaw, that QLDC now 
propose a measure that will degrade the same environment that many local community 
groups work to improve and defend, by increasing toilet refuse in both the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark and the HWP carpark across the river. 

 

Loss of amenity 

• Access to the HWP carpark is via private land and that access is conditional on no 
camping.  The landowner is very sensitive about this due to fire risk to their adjacent pine 
forest.  Freedom campers would inevitably overflow from the Camp Hill Rd carpark.  Some of 
that overflow would inevitably park-up in the HWP carpark.  Again, this is not conjecture. 
We know this because it has happened before, access was almost lost, and the problem was 
solved by the diversion of freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. People 
camping in the HWP carpark will result in kayakers and everyone else losing access to that 
carpark. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
help.  It would make overflow to the HWP carpark even more common, and would even 
more quickly result in loss of access to the HWP carpark. 

 

Safety 

• Heavy usage could significantly increase traffic across Camp Hill Rd bridge at peak times, 
with corresponding increase in risk for Hawea River Track walkers and bikers crossing Camp 
Hill Rd, and even more so for any HWP users crossing the bridge while carrying kayaks or 
surfboards. 

• An even more serious issue is the safety on the water of freedom campers and people in 
their networks. HWP was always supposed to be mitigation for kayakers but has turned out 
to be usable, and in fact far more used, by surfers, boogieboarders, and ad-hoc visitors on 
everything from lilos to blow-up flamingos. Many of these user groups are not aware of the 
dangers of a fast-flowing river, and in particular what happens if they’re caught on a branch, 
or by their ankle leash in flow fast enough that they cannot get to their ankle to release the 
leash.   

• Entrapment via ankle leash is a particularly serious hazard of the HWP due to the bridge 
piers immediately downstream, where a swimmer and board can end up on opposite sides 
of a pier, connected by an ankle leash, with the swimmer basically being keel-hauled by their 
ankle.  It caused a near-fatal incident in 2015 (https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/queenstown-
lakes/trapped-surfer-pulled-hawea-river) that was only survived by chance, due to the 
presence of two well-equipped and skilled kayakers who rescued him. There have been 
multiple similar incidents at the HWP that did not get picked up by the media.  The same 
effect caused another near-fatal incident on the far slower-flowing Clutha in 2018 
(https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/wanaka/quick-action-saved-woman-paddle-board) that 
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again was only survived by chance, as a vessel from the SUP hire company happened to 
check on the group just at that moment.  

• Dozens or even hundreds of freedom campers per week without river skills would 
significantly increase the risk of a fatal incident occurring at the HWP. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill  Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
mitigate these issues much if at all.  That is because a small number of spaces available does 
not reduce the numbers of people there seeking those spaces.   

 

So in Conclusion, 

Publicising freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would significantly degrade the environment and local 
amenity, and increase the risk of fatal incidents at HWP, with no offsetting advantages.  It would be 
directly contrary to purposes of the draft Bylaw to protect the environment from harm, and to 
protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area. 

Therefore the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 should not be passed as proposed.   

The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a uniquely unsuitable candidate for freedom camping due to its 
proximity to a demonstrated and serious safety hazard.  Therefore the draft Freedom Camping 
Bylaw should be amended to prohibit camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark. 

Camping there needs to be prohibited. 

Yours sincerely 

Lynne Stewart. 
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#268 

From: Madelyn Zoi   
Sent: Friday, 3 September 2021 12:04 PM 

 
 

 

Thank you for this opportunity to share my thoughts on freedom camping in the QLDC region. 

 

I remain mindful of the recent history of freedom camping in our region and am aware that 
irresponsible campers brought damage, additional costs, and ill-will and discord among local 
residents.    Responsible reedom campers as well as local residents paid a heavy price because of 
the bad behaviour of a few.      So I am pleased to see that -- with consulation from the community -- 
the draft Freedom Camping By-Law 2021 does include areas where freedom camping will be 
allowed.     

 

My primary concern is that history not repeat itself —  

 

.    that freedom campers take responsibility and comply with the regulations 

 

.    that QLDC is not saddled with an impossible task to enforce the irresponsible few with compliance 
and 

 

.    that local rates payers are not burdened with additional costs. 

 

This is why I request that as you fine-tune freedom camping regulations that there is sufficient 
coordination and communication with all appropriate bodies: 

.    those who create and enforce federal freedom camping laws 

.    those who coordinate federal and regional freedom camping laws 

.    national freedom camping associations 

.    local governing bodies including those in tourism who advise visitors/freedom campers 

.    the freedom campers themselves through websites and signage on the allowed freedom camping 
areas 

.    local rates payers. 

Communication, education and adequate monitoring will enable all responsible parties to all enjoy and 
benefit from having freedom campers in the community. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Madelyn Zoi 
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#273 

Sent: Monday, 9 Au
To: QLDC Communi
Cc:
Subject: Freedom Camping Bylaw 

 

Congratulations on taking heed of submissions made on a proposal to have a freedom 
camping site on the foreshore near the Glenorchy marina! 

 

Following over 820 public responses already received on a freedom camping survey in 
July, a number of locations are proposed to allow restricted freedom camping, allowing 
only certified self-contained vehicles.* These locations are: 

• Gibbston Reserve carpark 
• Glenorchy Domain carpark 
• Camphill Road carpark 
• Morven Ferry Reserve 
• Luggate Red Bridge Reserve 

 

Rather than the Glenorchy Domain carpark as a freedom camping site may I suggest 
that the newly created carpark and viewing area at Bennetts Bluff would be a far more 
suitable location. The QLDC having already gone to the expense of carparking and 
installing toilets should make use of this newly created asset. This would incur minimal 
additional expenses and there is already signage which caters for campers’ needs. 

Further I believe that freedom camping should not be encouraged within the Glenorchy 
village area, and we should maintain the current prohibition on such activity. We already 
have sustainable camp facilities within the village and visitors to our pristine 
environment should be encouraged to make the most of these facilities! 

 

*Further the certification of many supposedly self-contained vehicles should be 
immediately addressed. I suspect that many vehicles which display the blue sticker do 
not have a flush toilet and neither do they contain hand washing facilities. They may be 
reliant on a porta-potty cassette which is not adequate in today’s environment, 
particularly when people choose to not use the potty and go behind the nearest bush to 
relieve themselves. Therefore I believe we as a community have a great opportunity to 
raise the standards and encourage campers to be responsible and not abuse our 
environment! 

 

Peter Speight 
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#275 

 

Kia ora 

Please accept my late submission. 

This morning I found the latest edition of Scuttlebutt tucked inside the Wānaka Sun which had only 
found its way to my letter box late Friday evening. Within the front cover I read that submissions to 
the Freedom Camping Bylaw were overdue. I have a long and deep  history of engagement in this 
focus area, and would like to make a few salient and helpful points concerning the proposals made. 
Firstly I fully understand the need for QLDC to provide some freedom camping sites for self-
contained vehicles; it cannot under present law forbid camping everywhere.  

In my local area I can see the balance you are trying to create: ban camping altogether from Hāwea 
Flat township but provide a site at Camphill Bridge. Please accept the following comments regarding 
this proposal, based on solid local knowledge. 

1. Any freedom camping prohibition for Hāwea Flat 'township' needs to include all residential 
property in Hāwea Flat, not just south of Newcastle Road. 

2. Camphill Bridge car park was partially 'gifted' to  be used as a carpark by the former owner of 
Gimmermore Farm, now part of Devon Dairy. I suggest title is checked. 

3. Camphill Bridge car park is very heavily used at many times of the day by walkers, dogs, cyclists, 
fisherfolk, surfers and sight seers. The numbers of camping sites would need to be restricted. I 
suggest six. 

4. There is currently no public toilet at the Camphill Bridge car park. I can't think of any other official 
public camp sites, even for certified self contained vehicles that don't have a toilet. The number of 
day users at this site should warrant a toilet now; if freedom camping triggers installation of a toilet 
then the community could be more accepting and understanding of the situation. 

5. I imagine campers regularly using the Hāwea River for washing. As part of our environmental 
responsibility I would expect signage requesting no use of soaps etc in the river. 

6. A large amount of local volunteer labour has gone into planting and trying to beautify the 
Camphill Bridge car park. If freedom camping is to become part of the picture here, I would ask the 
council contribute significantly to these efforts to create a space desirable and functional for all. 

7. I suggest talking to the kayak community who established this area as a destination. They have 
there own car park and toilet on private land, but working together rather than separately or 
against, will achieve better results.  

Thank you for taking these points into consideration. And let's not lose the term 'responsible 
camping' which is really what it is all about. 

Ngā mihi 

Rachel Brown 

Hāwea Flat 

I would appreciate the opportunity to talk at any hearing 
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#278 

Dear Sir/Madam 

 

I am just writing to re-confirm the large number of earlier submissions (including mine, a 
copy of which is attached) on the basis that the Whitechapel Reserve must be an area 
where freedom camping is banned. 

 

The Whitechapel Reserve is wholly unsuitable for freedom camping for a number of reasons, 
all of which have been extensively set out prior to this, including but not limited to: 

 

• Extremely unsafe access off the main road 
• Fire risks 
• Existing cycle trail 
• Risks to the state of the river 
• Public health risks 
• Risk to an area of outstanding natural beauty 
• Historic places nature of area (historic building in Whitechapel Lane) 
• Lack of policing (refer to previous issues elsewhere with freedom camping). 

 

Thank you for ensuring the Whitechapel Reserve is on the list of places where the QLDC is 
proposing to prohibit Freedom Camping – this is indeed the correct stance to take. 

 

Kind regards 

Sarah. 

 

Ngā mihi | Kind regards 

  

Sarah Manning 

Partner 
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Dear Jim, Mike and Craig 

 

I am writing to express my extreme concern at your proposal to consider freedom camping 
at Whitechapel Lane near Arrowtown. 

 

My family have owned a property at 2 Whitechapel Lane for 30 years.  

 

A number of matters stand out for me: 

 

• Lack of proper consultation/improper process - The manner in which residents were 
“informed” about the proposal – I understand that this was via a “mail drop” 
pamphlet on Thursday 25 October 2018. Residents (and out of town owners) with no 
mailbox were simply ignored, and the scope of people potentially affected is far, far 
wider than the few pamphlets dropped. Further, I understand that the Council is to 
meet on the topic of the proposed freedom camping at Whitechapel Lane on 
Thursday 25 October 2018. At what stage were you planning to consult with affected 
parties? I hear that it may have been Thursday evening (25 October) following the 
Council meeting? Further, simply dropping a pamphlet relating to an important 
matter such as this just prior to a long weekend, when residents may well have been 
out of town, is frankly not on.  

• Freedom Camping has been banned from Lake Hayes, the Shotover Delta, and the 
Wanaka Waterfront – in Jim Boult’s own words, the freedom campers “degraded 
the area, using the area like a toilet”. With respect, why do you think the campers 
will act differently at Whitechapel Lane? It is naïve to think that anything will change 
in the camper’s behaviour. I further quote from Jim’s own words, which sum up the 
myriad issues perfectly: 
The surge in freedom campers this summer had resulted in overcrowding, public 
health risks due to human waste, and environmental risks as some bathed and 
washed their dishes or clothes in the district's lakes and rivers. 
"These areas are special to both residents and visitors alike and have simply been 
abused by a small minority of freedom campers, and there has been a loud and 
understandable public outcry," Mr Boult said. 
"Families should be able to visit our reserves without worrying about seeing human 
waste or people literally airing their dirty laundry. 
"It's a shame that we've had to take these measures as it will no doubt have an 
impact on responsible freedom campers staying in fit for purpose certified self-
contained campervans. At the end of the day there is a legitimate concern around 
public health, we have heard the community's concerns, we have listened, and we 
have acted." 
I also note that Michael Laws has backed the ban: 
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Otago regional councillor Michael Laws has backed the latest ban. 

He said freedom campers were "actively destroying" lakes and recreational areas 
in Queenstown Lakes and Central Otago. 

"Freedom campers are a plague in this region and they have reached epidemic 
proportions over the current summer. 

"They have despoiled many a Central Lakes beauty spot and ruined many 
recreational areas." 

Further, Freedom Camping is under review in Akaroa, another of New Zealand’s 
iconic and beautiful places, where freedom camping has again proved extremely 
problematic - disrespectful and environmentally damaging behaviour by freedom 
campers being amongst the chief concerns of residents. 

Freedom camping has also proved problematic in New Plymouth, Motueka and 
elsewhere – and in all cases (as with Lake Hayes, the Shotover Delta, and the 
Wanaka waterfront) the Council has listened to the justified concerns of residents. 
The very same arguments for removing freedom camping from Lake Hayes, the 
Shotover Delta, and the Wanaka waterfront also apply to Whitechapel Lane (with its 
beautiful nearby river) and to argue otherwise would be disingenuous. 

Whitechapel Lane is an area of outstanding natural beauty, with ready access to the 
river which (to date) is clear and clean and unspoilt. The bike track has proved a 
great success, and as a runner I use the track a good deal. I have noticed that the 
runners, walkers, bikers and local residents treat the track and surrounds with great 
respect (as the area deserves) and I can’t recall ever even finding a piece of litter. 
Runners, bikers and walkers now come from all over the country to access the track, 
and the track is a real drawcard for the area. It would be an immense shame for 
runners, bikers and walkers to have to navigate through campervans and human 
faeces. New Zealand is known for its outstanding natural beauty, and why the 
Council is even considering allowing one of New Zealand’s iconic areas (and now 
iconic tracks) to be despoiled by freeloading “freedom campers” - who have already 
more than proved their lack of trustworthiness - is beyond me. 

 

• Unsafe Road Access - I am sure other submitters will cover this matter so I will be 
brief – the road access to Whitechapel Lane is extremely unsafe, and I understand 
that any proposal to (for example) subdivide or intensify the land use in the area 
would be met with an almost certain “No” from the Council due to the road safety 
issues. How one expects 20 lumbering campervans manned by foreign drivers (yet 
another issue – and a major one) to negotiate that corner on a daily basis is also 
beyond me. There will be a fatal accident at that corner if this goes ahead. Residents 
and locals all know to treat the corner with the utmost respect, and on that basis the 
current roading works – but it will most certainly not continue to work if freedom 
camping is allowed at Whitechapel Lane. 
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• History of Area – Historic Places - Whitechapel Lane is a historic mining area and 
there is a beautiful old ruin there, which has not been despoiled in the 30 years I 
have known the area. The Historic Places Trust will most certainly have a view on 
freedom camping (and its associated myriad issues) so close to a historic ruin and in 
such a beautiful historic area. 

• Effect on Surrounding Area – Visual – Together with the significant environmental 
and health issues which are known and proved to be associated with freedom 
camping, the visual aspect of 20 campervans together with associated paraphernalia 
will be very noticeable, especially from the Crown Range Road. I understand that the 
Council was - and is - particularly interested (and restrictive) regarding what 
residents can (and cannot) do with regard to their properties given how that may 
affect the “view” from the Crown Range Road – this argument must equally now 
apply to dumping campervans on Whitechapel Lane which will stick out like the 
proverbial sore thumb. 

• Effect on Surrounding Area – Safety – Freedom campers have not got a good 
reputation in this country, and that reputation is something they have 100% brought 
upon themselves. Local residents deserve to feel safe and not threatened by 
freedom campers (particularly for the elderly and those living alone) and the threat 
of rowdy and disrespectful freedom campers is very concerning to all. There is a real 
community at Whitechapel and people look after each other. These people feel 
threatened and unsafe at the prospect of wave after wave of freedom campers, 
people who have proved themselves over time throughout this country to be a 
significant problem. The Council’s first loyalty is to its rate paying and law abiding 
citizens, and their wellbeing and safety should of course be of ultimate importance. 

• Lack of policing – Any argument that the above issues can be mitigated with 
adequate “policing” is laughable – simply refer to what has transpired at Lake Hayes, 
the Shotover Delta, and the Wanaka waterfront, Akaroa etc- all more central areas 
and far more easily policed than Whitechapel Lane. 

• Fire Risk – self explanatory 
• Freedom Camping generally – I realise this is a national issue, but frankly why you 

would consider allowing freeloading “campers” to despoil our beautiful country is 
entirely beyond me. Local people know and love the country, and have stewarded it 
for generations. I am from a farming background, as are many of the people who live 
in the Whitechapel area, and these people have a long term sustainable view of 
“land stewardship” – the exact opposite of what the campers have proven 
themselves to have. I fail to see why the freedom campers (who have the money to 
pay for flights to NZ and/or hire a campervan) cannot simply book in advance and go 
to a place set up for them ie a camping ground, costing them only a minimal sum 
anyway (rather than a beautiful and unspoilt area of natural beauty, which they will 
proceed to ruin). This is particularly my view given the disrespectful way they have 
shown themselves over time to treat our beautiful country. 

 

I sincerely hope that good reason and common sense will prevail, and I have every 
confidence in you that it will. Should good sense not prevail, there will be a long battle to 
commence as there is absolutely no way the residents and other affected parties will allow 
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freedom camping – and its attendant proven ruination of the beautiful landscape and river - 
on Whitechapel Lane. 

 

Regards 

 

Sarah Manning. 

 

Sarah Manning 

Partner 
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#280 

 

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission 
 

Name:   Anthony Ohau Ward-Holmes 

Organisation:  

   

   

  

 

Do you wish to speak at a hearing? Yes 

I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except my contact 
information: I understand. 

Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: I oppose the draft bylaw. 

 

My stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is: 

I oppose the draft bylaw for many reasons, including but not limited to flaws in the consultation process, 
and the particular proposal to provide for freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd. 

 

Flaws in the Consultation Process 

• Much of the consultation process has been during lockdown for Covid-19.  Due to the lockdown 
I have had great difficulty getting more information about the Bylaw than is contained in the 
letstalk page.  Phone calls to QLDC numbers, emails, and phone calls to a cell phone listed in the 
email signature of a relevant QLDC officer have gone unanswered for up to a week at a time. I 
am sure I am not alone amongst submitters or potential submitters in finding it difficult to get 
information.  Despite the lockdown, the consultation period has not been extended. 

• I’ve seen it reported that people doing the pre-consultation survey found they could inadvertently 
be seen to be supporting freedom camping at the sites surveyed.  I.e.; from an email of a resident 
notifying friends and colleagues of the survey: “It is a simple survey but BE AWARE that if you tick 
the maps in the survey you are supporting these locations.”.   

• Data from the survey indicates that this effect has occurred.   Council officers analysing the data 
say they found “there was a strong correlation in the results, in that visitors – want more freedom camping 
areas, - and residents – want less. Residents may accept freedom camping but typically do not support it close to 
where they live”.  I’m not sure how this correlation was established but I am sure I have seen it in 
past surveys and I assume that it is correct.  Using the example of the Camp Hill Rd site in the 
pre-consultation survey however, the data is different.  

• In the pre-consultation survey, 344 of 826 (41.65%) of all respondents supposedly supported 
freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd, but an increased ratio of 90 of 209 (43.06%) of those 
identifying as Upper Clutha Residents did so.  This result, of supporting more freedom camping 
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locally, is contrary to the council’s assertion and I think is more easily explained by local 
respondents inadvertently indicating that they supported freedom camping there. 

• If you consider just those who live in Upper Clutha, AND who think that freedom camping has 
a negative or somewhat negative impact on the district, AND who support greater restrictions, 
29 of 168 (17.26%) respondents still supposedly supported freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd.  I 
submit that this number should be close to 0%, and that 17% represents the approximate level of 
respondents inadvertently indicating support of freedom camping at individual sites in the survey 
when they actually did not support freedom camping at those sites.  

• The upshot is, it is very unlikely that 41.65% of respondents actually do support freedom 
camping at Camp Hill Rd.  All such support figures from the survey need to be disregarded by 
councillors when considering the draft bylaw. 

 

Camp Hill Rd 

I am a regular user of the Hawea Whitewater Park (HWP), which is adjacent to the Camp Hill Rd carpark. 
Camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark is currently not prohibited or limited in numbers, but it is not 
advertised either. Limiting the numbers of freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would involve signage, 
which via social media amounts to publicising the use of the Camp Hill Rd carpark for freedom camping.  
The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a far more appealing site than the nearby and heavily used Luggate Red 
Bridge Reserve and would quickly become widely known and highly sought-after. 

The Camp Hill Rd carpark has had minimal use for freedom camping since space was allocated for 
freedom camping at the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve.  Luggate Red Bridge solved problems associated 
with occasional use of Camp Hill Rd for freedom camping, that would return but multiplied many times 
over if Camp Hill Rd carpark became a publicised and thence heavily used freedom camping site: 

Environmental 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ, who had HWP built as mitigation for whitewater 
amenity lost due to the Clyde dam, negotiated for an HWP carpark on DOC land with a view of 
the HWP, seating, native planting and a toilet.  It is on the west bank of the river, also on Camp 
Hill Rd but for the purposes of this submission will be referred to as the HWP carpark whereas 
the Camp Hill Rd carpark will always mean the QLDC carpark on the east bank.  Presence of the 
toilet at the HWP carpark would be quickly revealed to freedom campers via social media.  Many 
campers aren't keen to use the buckets that qualify their vehicles as self-contained, and many 
commercial campervans incentivise people to not use their toilets by charging a cleaning fee. So, 
many campers would use the toilet just across the bridge at the HWP carpark. It is not 
maintained/cleaned for heavy use and would quickly become less preferable than the nearby 
alternative, which is to go to the loo in the planting around the toilet. That this will happen is not 
conjecture, it is inevitable.  We know this because it has happened before, and the problem was 
largely solved by the diversion of most freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. 

• Central Otago Whitewater, local kayakers, Forest & Bird, Mt Aspiring College, the Holy Family 
Catholic School and many other groups and individual volunteers, supported by Contact Energy 
and DOC, have invested a huge amount of time and effort landscaping, planting, removing pest 
species and cleaning up the HWP carpark area and along the river banks at Camp Hill Rd. 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ invested substantial time and effort in 
successfully opposing, mostly on landscape grounds, Aurora Energy’s proposed substation 
immediately above the Camp Hill Rd carpark.   

• Toilet and other refuse is a common problem associated with freedom camping but has not had 
a sufficient environmental impact to prevent allowance for freedom camping at multiple sites in 
the district, eg Luggate Red Bridge.  The Camp Hill Rd carpark is different however, in the level 
of community support and activity to preserve and enhance the environment around there.  It is 
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not acceptable, and is contrary to the purposes of the draft Bylaw, that QLDC now propose a 
measure that reverses such community efforts at the Camp Hill Rd carpark, along the river 
banks, and at the HWP carpark across the river. 

 

Loss of amenity 

• Access to the HWP carpark is via private land and that access is conditional on nobody camping 
in the carpark.  The landowner is very sensitive about this due to fire risk to their adjacent pine 
forest.  Freedom campers would inevitably overflow the Camp Hill Rd carpark.  Some of that 
overflow would inevitably park-up in the HWP carpark.  Again, this is not conjecture. We know 
this because it has happened before, access was almost lost, and the problem was solved by the 
diversion of freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. People camping in the HWP 
carpark will result in kayakers and everyone else losing access to that carpark. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not help.  
It would make overflow to the HWP carpark even more common, and would even more quickly 
result in loss of access to the HWP carpark. 

• When kayaking events are held at the HWP, which to date have included the NZ Freestyle 
Championships, the South Island Slalom Championship and the NZ Secondary Schools Slalom 
Championships, both the HWP and the Camp Hill Rd carparks are full.  There would be 
nowhere near enough parking if a proportion of the Camp Hill Rd carpark was allocated to 
freedom camping and use of the HWP carpark was completely lost. 

 

Safety 

• Heavy usage could significantly increase vehicle traffic across Camp Hill Rd bridge at peak times, 
with corresponding increase in risk for Hawea River Track walkers and bikers crossing Camp Hill 
Rd 

• If Camp Hill Rd carpark becomes heavily used for freedom camping, as discussed above access 
to the HWP carpark would be withdrawn.  This means kayakers would also have to park at the 
Camp Hill Rd carpark.  This in turns means more kayakers crossing Camp Hill Rd to get to the 
HWP, carrying a kayak on their shoulder which completely blocks visibility in the direction of the 
shoulder used.   This ratchets the risk up further of an accident crossing Camp Hill Rd. 

• An even more serious issue is the safety on the water of freedom campers and people in their 
networks. HWP was always supposed to be mitigation for kayakers but has turned out to be 
usable, and in fact far more used, by surfers, boogieboarders, and ad-hoc visitors on everything 
from lilos to blow-up flamingos. Many of these user groups are not aware of the dangers of a 
fast-flowing river, and in particular what happens if they’re caught on a branch, or by their ankle 
leash in flow fast enough that they cannot get to their ankle to release the leash.   

• Entrapment via ankle leash is a particularly serious hazard of the HWP due to the bridge piers 
immediately downstream, where a swimmer and board can end up on opposite sides of a pier, 
connected by an ankle leash, with the swimmer basically being keel-hauled by their ankle.  It 
caused a near-fatal incident in 2015 (https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/queenstown-lakes/trapped-
surfer-pulled-hawea-river) that was only survived by chance, due to the presence of two well-
equipped and skilled kayakers who rescued him. There have been multiple similar incidents at the 
HWP that did not get picked up by the media.  The same effect caused another near-fatal 
incident on the far slower-flowing Clutha in 2018 
(https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/wanaka/quick-action-saved-woman-paddle-board) that again 
was only survived by chance, as a vessel from the SUP hire company happened to check on the 
group just at that moment.  
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• Dozens or even hundreds of freedom campers per week without river skills would significantly 
increase the risk of a fatal incident occurring at the HWP. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
mitigate safety issues much if at all.  That is because a small number of spaces available does not 
reduce the numbers of people there seeking those spaces.   

 

Conclusion 

Publicising freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would significantly degrade the environment and local 
amenity and increase the risk of fatal incidents on the road and at HWP, with no offsetting advantages.  It 
would be directly contrary to purposes of the draft Bylaw to protect the environment from harm, and to 
protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area.   

Therefore the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 should not be passed as proposed.   

The Camp Hill Rd carpark is unlike any other potential site. It is a uniquely unsuitable candidate for 
freedom camping due to its proximity to a demonstrated and serious safety hazard, to the consequent loss 
of amenity of the HWP carpark, and to the negation of community efforts to enhance the environment 
there. It is also completely unnecessary, as there are both free (Luggate Red Bridge), and cheap ($7.50 at 
Albert Town campground) alternatives within 10 minutes drive.  

Therefore the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw should be amended to prohibit camping at the Camp Hill 
Rd carpark. 
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#283 

 

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission 
Name:  Margrethe Helles 

Organisation:  

 

 

 

 

Do you wish to speak at a hearing? No 

I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except my contact 
information: I understand. 

Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: I oppose the draft bylaw. 

 

My stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is: 

I am a regular user of the Hawea Whitewater Park (HWP), which is adjacent to the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark.  The main issue I have with the draft bylaw is the proposal to allow restricted camping at 
this carpark.  

Camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark is currently not prohibited or limited in numbers, but it is not 
advertised either. Limiting the numbers of freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would involve signage, 
which via social media amounts to publicising the use of the Camp Hill Rd carpark for freedom 
camping.  The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a far more appealing site than the nearby and heavily used 
Luggate Red Bridge Reserve, and would quickly become known highly sought-after. 

The Camp Hill Rd carpark has had minimal use for freedom camping since space was allocated for 
freedom camping at the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve.  There are many problems with Camp Hill Rd 
carpark becoming a heavily used freedom camping site: 

Environmental 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ, who had HWP built as mitigation for 
whitewater amenity lost due to the Clyde dam, negotiated for an HWP carpark on DOC land 
with a view of the HWP, seating, native planting and a toilet.  It is on the west bank of the 
river, also on Camp Hill Rd but for the purposes of this submission will be referred to as the 
HWP carpark whereas the Camp Hill Rd carpark will always mean the QLDC carpark on the 
east bank.  Presence of the toilet at the HWP carpark would be quickly revealed to freedom 
campers via social media.  Many campers aren't keen to use the buckets that qualify their 
vehicles as self-contained, and many commercial campervans incentivise people to not use 
their toilets by charging a cleaning fee. So, many campers would use the toilet just across 
the bridge at the HWP carpark. It is not maintained/cleaned for heavy use and would quickly 
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become less preferable than the nearby alternative, which is to go the loo in the planting 
around the toilet. That this will happen is not conjecture, it is inevitable.  We know this 
because it has happened before, and the problem was largely solved by the diversion of 
most freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. 

• Central Otago Whitewater, local kayakers, Forest & Bird, Mt Aspiring College, the Holy 
Family Catholic School and many other groups and individual volunteers, supported by 
Contact Energy and DOC, have invested a huge amount of time and effort landscaping, 
planting, removing pest species and cleaning up the HWP carpark area and along the river 
banks at Camp Hill Rd. 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ invested substantial time and effort in 
successfully opposing, mostly on landscape grounds, Aurora Energy’s proposed substation 
immediately above the Camp Hill Rd carpark.   

• It is not acceptable, and is contrary to the purposes of the draft Bylaw, that QLDC now 
propose a measure that will degrade the same environment that many local community 
groups work to improve and defend, by increasing toilet refuse in both the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark and the HWP carpark across the river. 

 

Loss of amenity 

• Access to the HWP carpark is via private land and that access is conditional on no camping.  
The landowner is very sensitive about this due to fire risk to their adjacent pine 
forest.  Freedom campers would inevitably overflow from the Camp Hill Rd carpark.  Some of 
that overflow would inevitably park-up in the HWP carpark.  Again, this is not conjecture. 
We know this because it has happened before, access was almost lost, and the problem was 
solved by the diversion of freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. People 
camping in the HWP carpark will result in kayakers and everyone else losing access to that 
carpark. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
help.  It would make overflow to the HWP carpark even more common, and would even 
more quickly result in loss of access to the HWP carpark. 

 

Safety 

• Heavy usage could significantly increase traffic across Camp Hill Rd bridge at peak times, 
with corresponding increase in risk for Hawea River Track walkers and bikers crossing Camp 
Hill Rd, and even more so for any HWP users crossing the bridge while carrying kayaks or 
surfboards. 

• An even more serious issue is the safety on the water of freedom campers and people in 
their networks. HWP was always supposed to be mitigation for kayakers but has turned out 
to be usable, and in fact far more used, by surfers, boogieboarders, and ad-hoc visitors on 
everything from lilos to blow-up flamingos. Many of these user groups are not aware of the 
dangers of a fast-flowing river, and in particular what happens if they’re caught on a branch, 
or by their ankle leash in flow fast enough that they cannot get to their ankle to release the 
leash.   

• Entrapment via ankle leash is a particularly serious hazard of the HWP due to the bridge 
piers immediately downstream, where a swimmer and board can end up on opposite sides 
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of a pier, connected by an ankle leash, with the swimmer basically being keel-hauled by their 
ankle.  It caused a near-fatal incident in 2015 (https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/queenstown-
lakes/trapped-surfer-pulled-hawea-river) that was only survived by chance, due to the 
presence of two well-equipped and skilled kayakers who rescued him. There have been 
multiple similar incidents at the HWP that did not get picked up by the media.  The same 
effect caused another near-fatal incident on the far slower-flowing Clutha in 2018 
(https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/wanaka/quick-action-saved-woman-paddle-board) that 
again was only survived by chance, as a vessel from the SUP hire company happened to 
check on the group just at that moment.  

• Dozens or even hundreds of freedom campers per week without river skills would 
significantly increase the risk of a fatal incident occurring at the HWP. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill  Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
mitigate these issues much if at all.  That is because a small number of spaces available does 
not reduce the numbers of people there seeking those spaces.   

 

Conclusion 

Publicising freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would significantly degrade the environment and local 
amenity, and increase the risk of fatal incidents at HWP, with no offsetting advantages.  It would be 
directly contrary to purposes of the draft Bylaw to protect the environment from harm, and to 
protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area. 

Therefore the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 should not be passed as proposed.   

The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a uniquely unsuitable candidate for freedom camping due to its 
proximity to a demonstrated and serious safety hazard.  Therefore the draft Freedom Camping 
Bylaw should be amended to prohibit camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark. 

If camping there cannot be prohibited then it should not be restricted either, so that it can at least 
be kept unadvertised. Please note that this is not a sustainable solution however, camping there 
needs to be prohibited. 
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#284 

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission 
 

(if sending by email, ensure that “Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 Submission” is in the subject line 
and send to letstalk@qldc.govt.nz by 5pm Friday 3 September) 

 

Name:  Grant Leslie Norbury 

Organisation:  

 

 

 

 

Do you wish to speak at a hearing? No 

I understand that all submissions will be treated as public information, except my contact 
information: I understand. 

Regarding the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021: I oppose the draft bylaw. 

 

My stance on the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw is: 

I am a user of the Hawea Whitewater Park (HWP), which is adjacent to the Camp Hill Rd carpark.  
The main issue I have with the draft bylaw is the proposal to allow restricted camping at this carpark.  

Camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark is currently not prohibited or limited in numbers, but it is not 
advertised either. Limiting the numbers of freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would involve signage, 
which via social media amounts to publicising the use of the Camp Hill Rd carpark for freedom 
camping.  The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a far more appealing site than the nearby and heavily used 
Luggate Red Bridge Reserve, and would quickly become known and highly sought-after. 

The Camp Hill Rd carpark has had minimal use for freedom camping since space was allocated for 
freedom camping at the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve.  There are many problems with the Camp Hill 
Rd carpark becoming a heavily used freedom camping site: 

Environmental 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ, who had HWP built as mitigation for 
whitewater amenity lost due to the Clyde dam, negotiated for a HWP carpark on DOC land 
with a view of the HWP, seating, native planting and a toilet.  It is on the west bank of the 
river, also on Camp Hill Rd but for the purposes of this submission will be referred to as the 
HWP carpark whereas the Camp Hill Rd carpark will always mean the QLDC carpark on the 
east bank.  Presence of the toilet at the HWP carpark would be quickly revealed to freedom 
campers via social media.  Many campers aren't keen to use the buckets that qualify their 
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vehicles as self-contained, and many commercial campervans incentivise people to not use 
their toilets by charging a cleaning fee. So, many campers would use the toilet just across 
the bridge at the HWP carpark. It is not maintained/cleaned for heavy use and would quickly 
become less preferable than the nearby alternative, which is to go the loo in the planting 
around the toilet. That this will happen is not conjecture, it is inevitable.  We know this 
because it has happened before, and the problem was largely solved by the diversion of 
most freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. 

• Central Otago Whitewater, local kayakers, Forest & Bird, Mt Aspiring College, the Holy 
Family Catholic School and many other groups and individual volunteers, supported by 
Contact Energy and DOC, have invested a huge amount of time and effort landscaping, 
planting, removing pest species and cleaning up the HWP carpark area and along the river 
banks at Camp Hill Rd. 

• Central Otago Whitewater and Whitewater NZ invested substantial time and effort in 
successfully opposing, mostly on landscape grounds, Aurora Energy’s proposed substation 
immediately above the Camp Hill Rd carpark.   

• It is not acceptable, and is contrary to the purposes of the draft Bylaw, that QLDC now 
propose a measure that will degrade the same environment that many local community 
groups work to improve and defend, by increasing toilet refuse in both the Camp Hill Rd 
carpark and the HWP carpark across the river. 

 

Loss of amenity 

• Access to the HWP carpark is via private land and that access is conditional on no camping.  
The landowner is very sensitive about this due to fire risk to their adjacent pine 
forest.  Freedom campers would inevitably overflow from the Camp Hill Rd carpark.  Some of 
that overflow would inevitably park-up in the HWP carpark.  Again, this is not conjecture. 
We know this because it has happened before, access was almost lost, and the problem was 
solved by the diversion of freedom campers to the Luggate Red Bridge Reserve. People 
camping in the HWP carpark will result in kayakers and everyone else losing access to that 
carpark. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
help.  It would make overflow to the HWP carpark even more common, and would even 
more quickly result in loss of access to the HWP carpark. 

 

Safety 

• Heavy usage could significantly increase traffic across Camp Hill Rd bridge at peak times, 
with corresponding increase in risk for Hawea River Track walkers and bikers crossing Camp 
Hill Rd, and even more so for any HWP users crossing the bridge while carrying kayaks or 
surfboards. 

• An even more serious issue is the safety on the water of freedom campers and people in 
their networks. HWP was always supposed to be mitigation for kayakers but has turned out 
to be usable, and in fact far more used, by surfers, boogieboarders, and ad-hoc visitors on 
everything from lilos to blow-up flamingos. Many of these user groups are not aware of the 
dangers of a fast-flowing river, and in particular what happens if they’re caught on a branch, 
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or by their ankle leash in flow fast enough that they cannot get to their ankle to release the 
leash.   

• Entrapment via ankle leash is a particularly serious hazard of the HWP due to the bridge 
piers immediately downstream, where a swimmer and board can end up on opposite sides 
of a pier, connected by an ankle leash, with the swimmer basically being keel-hauled by their 
ankle.  It caused a near-fatal incident in 2015 (https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/queenstown-
lakes/trapped-surfer-pulled-hawea-river) that was only survived by chance, due to the 
presence of two well-equipped and skilled kayakers who rescued him. There have been 
multiple similar incidents at the HWP that did not get picked up by the media.  The same 
effect caused another near-fatal incident on the far slower-flowing Clutha in 2018 
(https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/wanaka/quick-action-saved-woman-paddle-board) that 
again was only survived by chance, as a vessel from the SUP hire company happened to 
check on the group just at that moment.  

• Dozens or even hundreds of freedom campers per week without river skills would 
significantly increase the risk of a fatal incident occurring at the HWP. 

• Limiting camping at the Camp Hill  Rd carpark to only a small number of spaces would not 
mitigate these issues much if at all.  That is because a small number of spaces available does 
not reduce the numbers of people there seeking those spaces.   

 

Conclusion 

Publicising freedom camping at Camp Hill Rd would significantly degrade the environment and local 
amenity, and increase the risk of fatal incidents at HWP, with no offsetting advantages.  It would be 
directly contrary to purposes of the draft Bylaw to protect the environment from harm, and to 
protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area. 

Therefore the draft Freedom Camping Bylaw 2021 should not be passed as proposed.   

The Camp Hill Rd carpark is a uniquely unsuitable candidate for freedom camping due to its 
proximity to a demonstrated and serious safety hazard.  Therefore the draft Freedom Camping 
Bylaw should be amended to prohibit camping at the Camp Hill Rd carpark. 

If camping there cannot be prohibited then it should not be restricted either, so that it can at least 
be kept unadvertised. Please note that this is not a sustainable solution however, camping there 
needs to be prohibited. 
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